Small-angle X-ray scattering and light scattering on lysozyme and sodium glycocholate micelles.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) together with static (SLS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out on aqueous solutions of lysozyme (LY) and of the ionic biological detergent sodium glycocholate (NaGC). Apparent diffusion coefficients (D app), excess Rayleigh ratio, and SAXS spectra were measured for 0.1 M NaGC solutions at different ionic strengths (0.05-0.30 M NaCl). The same data were collected for LY in sodium acetate buffer 50 mM without and with 92 mM NaCl as a function of protein concentration (10-80 g L(-1)). A correlated analysis of SLS data and SAXS spectra was first tested on the LY samples and then extended to the interpretation of the NaGC data to infer information on particle structure and interaction potential. A hard-core (HC) interaction shell of uniform thickness, a screened Coulomb potential of the electric double layer (EDL) or the complete DLVO potential were alternatively used to represent the long-range tail of the interaction potential. Whenever an essentially repulsive tail is expected, all the representations give reasonable results, but the data analysis does not allow the discrimination between the oblate and the prolate symmetries of the NaGC aggregates. The DLVO model allows the interpretation of the data even when the attractive component determines the tail character. With this model an overall fit of the micelle data at all the NaCl concentrations was successfully performed by assuming a simple spherical symmetry of the micelles and invariant values of their ionization degree and Hamaker constant, thus considering just the screening effect of the added electrolyte. Whatever model is used, the results point out that the aggregates are quite hydrated (26-38 water molecules per monomer) and very slightly grow by increasing the NaCl concentration. When spherical symmetry is assumed the aggregate radii for all the samples fall in the range 15-16 A. From the SAXS and SLS, best fitting geometrical parameters, and interparticle structure factor, a D app value was calculated for each sample. An excellent consistence is achieved for LY results. On the contrary, calculated D app values systematically lower than the experimental values are always obtained for the NaGC micelles. Micelle polydispersity and internal dynamics seem to be the most probable reasons of the bad agreement.